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Abstract

We consider the problem of incrementally designing a
network to route demand to a single sink on an underly-
ing metric space. We are given cables whose costs per unit
length scale in a concave fashion with capacity. Under
certain natural restrictions on the costs (called theAccess
Network Designconstraints), we present a simple and effi-
cient randomized algorithm that is competitive to the min-
imum cost solution when the demand points arriveonline.
In particular, if the order of arrival is a random permu-
tation, we can prove aO(1) competitive ratio. For the
fully adverserial case, the algorithm isO(K)-competitive,
whereK is the number of different pipe types. Since the
value ofK is typically small, this improves the previousO(logn log logn)-competitive algorithm which was based
on probabilistically approximating the underlying metricby
a tree metric. Our algorithm also improves the best known
approximation ratio and running time for the offline version
of this problem.

1 Introduction

The problem of designing networks using trunks to
route demands has received considerable attention. In this
problem, commonly known asBuy-at-Bulk Network De-
sign [14, 3, 2, 13], we are given demands at nodes in a
network which have to be routed to their respective desti-
nations using pipes of certain capacities and costs per unit
length. The costs obey economies of scale, in the sense that
it is cheaper to buy a pipe of larger capacity than many pipes
(which sum to the same capacity) of a smaller capacity. The
goal is to optimize the total cost of the pipes we buy to route
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of this problem called theAccess Network Designproblem,
where all demands need to be routed to a central core net-
work and there are some natural restrictions on the costs of
the pipes. They show applications of this problem in de-
signing telephone and data networks. We will focus on this
problem in this paper.

An important consideration in provisioning networks is
that it must be doneincrementally. New demand constantly
arrives, and the existing infrastructure needs to be upgraded
to cope with the larger demand. The goal now is to con-
struct a network and provision cables so that each exist-
ing demand point has a valid path to the sink at all instants
of time. Additinally, the path of an existing demand point
should not change because of new arrivals. We are allowed
to buy more cables on existing paths to route new demand,
but we are not allowed to remove cables we already laid, or
re-route demand paths. In other words, the algorithm must
be online, and competitive against the optimal solution on
the existing subset of demand points at every time instant.

We present a simple randomized algorithm for the on-
line version of the Access Network Design problem. This
algorithm is constant-competitive if the demand points ar-
rive in random order (implying any permutation is equally
likely), andO(K) competitive for adverserial arrival of de-
mand points, whereK is the number of pipe types (this
number is typically small). This algorithm improves the
best known online algorithm for this problem both in terms
of approximation ratio and running time.

In addition, the offline version of this algorithm has a
better approximation ratio and running time than the best
known algorithm for Access Network Design due to Guha
et al [10], which was based on facility location techniques.
The most complicated sub-routine in our algorithm is find-
ing the nearest neighbor.
Background: The problem ofbuy-at-bulknetwork design
was first defined in [14]. Awerbuch and Azar [3] obtain anO(log2 n) approximation to this problem, wheren is the
number of demand points. Their work is based on tech-
niques to approximate any metric by tree metrics [5]. The
approximation factor can be improved toO(logn log logn)
using Bartal’s result in [6] and derandomized using the re-
sults of [7, 8].

For single sinkbuy-at-bulk (i.e., all demands need to be



routed to a single ”sink” node), Salman et al [14] show a
constant approximation when there is only a single pipe
type. Their method is based on the technique of balanc-
ing Steiner and shortest path trees [4, 12]. For arbitrary
pipe types, Guha et al [10] obtained aO(1) combinatorial
approximation. Meyerson et al [13] provide anO(logn)
approximation to single sink network design without the as-
sumption that all pipe types are available on all edges.

In this paper, we consider a restricted version of the sin-
gle sink buy-at-bulk problem, called theAccess Network
Designproblem, defined by Andrews and Zhang [2]. They
provided aO(K) approximation using LP rounding, whereK is the number of pipe types (which typically is small
number). Guha et al [9] give a95 approximation to this
problem using facility location techniques, with a running
time of O(Kn2 logn). The approximation ratio was im-
proved to81 in [10], while keeping the running time and
basic technique the same.

The only previously known result for theonlinebuy-at-
bulk problem isO(logn log logn) competitive, and works
as follows. We embed the underlying metric into a tree
using the results in [5, 6, 7, 8]. Whenever a new source-
sink pair arrives, we route it along the tree, and map the
path onto the graph. We note that this method requires a
computationally expensive tree embedding to be performed.
The online single-sink buy-at-bulk problem with just one
pipe type has a lower bound on the competitive ratio of
(logn), which follows easily from the lower bound for on-
line Steiner trees [1, 11]. Therefore the online algorithm via
tree embeddings is almost optimal in terms of competitive
ratio. However, the lower bound does not apply to Access
Network Design, and we will actually show an algorithm
that does better for this case.
Our Results: We present a much simpler randomized al-
gorithm for the Access Network Design problem using an
entirely different approach. The algorithm simply assigns
each arriving demand point a pipe type according to a cer-
tain probability distribution. We then use this assigned pipe
type to send demand from this node to the closest existing
point with a higher assigned pipe type.

For the offline case, our algorithm runs in timeO(n2)
and achieves an expected approximation ratio of68. The
most interesting feature of our algorithm is that it is compet-
itive when the demand points arrive online. The competitive
ratio we can show is different depending on whether the or-
der of arrival israndomor adverserial. For random order
of arrivals, we show an expected competitive ratio ofO(1),
with O(n) processing time per demand point. Against ad-
verserial arrival of the demand points, we show an expected
competitive ratio ofO(K). These results improve the best
known competitive ratio ofO(logn log logn) mentioned
above for small values ofK.

It is interesting to note that our algorithm is the same

for both the offline and online cases – it is just the analy-
sis which gets weaker as we move from the offline case to
the online cases. The key technique in the analysis is to
construct a routing scheme of low cost on the optimal tree
using our assignment of pipe types. We then bound the cost
of our routing in terms of the cost of the new routing on
the optimal tree. The precise routing scheme on the optimal
tree depends on the version of the problem – we can con-
struct better schemes for the offline version compared to the
online version.

2 Preliminaries

We are asked to construct a network on an underlying
graph of distances. We are given a setS of demand nodes
and a single sinks. Each demand nodev 2 S needs to
transport some amount of demanddv to the sink. We are
asked to buy a set of pipes as cheaply as possible so as to
route all demands to the sink. We are allowed to buy multi-
ple copies of a pipe along the same link.

We are givenK types of pipes each with a fixed cost and
a capacity. The cost of placing a pipe of fixed cost�k and
capacityuk along a path of lengthL will be �kL. The cost
of routing demandd along this distance using pipes of typek will therefore beL � �k � d duk e.
2.1 The Incremental Cost Model

We will use an alternate formulation of this problem, in-
troduced by Andrews and Zhang. Instead of each pipe hav-
ing a capacityuk, the pipes will have incremental cost de-
fined byÆk = �kuk . This represents the per-unit-flow cost of
the pipe. If we transportd units of demand along a path of
lengthL using pipek, we will pay a total ofL(�k + Ækd).
The contributionL�k is termed theFixed Cost, and the con-
tributionLÆkd is termed theIncremental Cost. It is not hard
to see that a solution under this formulation costs at least as
much as the same solution under the capacitated model, and
at most twice as much as the solution under the capacitated
model.

If we number the pipes in increasing order of capacity,
the concavity of the cost function gives us the following
conditions:�1 < �2 < � � � < �K , andÆ1 > Æ2 > � � � >ÆK .

2.2 The Access Network Design Problem

The Access Network Design problem is a special case
with additional restrictions on the costs of the pipe types.
The main restriction is that a typek pipe is cheaper only
when it routes significant demand. Formally, the restrictions
can be stated as follows:



1. While the amount of demand is less than1 uk, it is
cheaper to use a pipe of typek � 1 compared to a
pipe of typek. For 2 � k � K, if d < uk, thendÆk�1 + �k�1 < dÆk + �k .

2. The smallest demand is at least the smallest pipe ca-
pacity.

3. The fixed costs scale, that is,
P�<k �� � �k.

Note that the above conditions imply that�k��k�1Æk�1�Æk � uk
amount of demand is required before it becomes cheaper to
use pipe typek than typek � 1.

We will analyse the case when all demands are unit, andu1 = 1 This assumption is for simplifying the proof and
can be done away with easily, without affecting either the
running time or the approximation ratio. Details are omitted
from this extended abstract.

2.3 Layered Structure of Optimum Solution

Andrews and Zhang [2] showed that there exists a near-
optimal (within a constant multiplier on the cost) solution
which is a tree satisfying the following properties:

1. Each demand is routed through pipes of consecutive
types, i.e. types1; 2; : : : ; �. (� � k).

2. For all pipe typesk, any pipe of that type has at leastuk = �kÆk amount of demand flowing through it. This
implies that along any edge, the fixed cost of routing is
at most the incremental cost.

We can therefore compare ourselves against the optimal
solution that satisfies the above mentioned properties. The
Access Network restrictions immediately show this impor-
tant property about the incremental costs:

Lemma 2.1. For anyk > 1, Æk�1 � 2Æk.

Proof. �k��k�1Æk�1�Æk � uk = �kÆk .

3 The Offline Algorithm

3.1 Description

The algorithm is very simple to describe – for every de-
mand point, we assign a pipe type at random, and use that
pipe type for routing demand from that node to the closest
node with larger pipe type. As we mentioned in the previous
section, we assume all demands are unit, andu1 = 1.

1For this to make any physical sense, we would actually require d <� �kÆk for some� < 1. Since it will affect only the constants in our proof,
we will simplify our notation by assuming� = 1.

1. We first eliminate some pipe types so that the incre-
mental costs scale by at exactly13 . By the Lemma 2.1,
this can be done at a factor3 increase in incremental
cost. The details are similar to the scaling in [9] and
are therefore omitted.

2. For every nodev, we choose a pipe of typeiwith prob-
ability p(i) = minf1; ui g. We will compute the exact
value of later. Note that we may be choosing multi-
ple pipes at a location. We will retain the largest pipe
type, and discard the rest.

3. We consider nodes in increasing order of pipe types we
assigned. For every vertexv with pipe typei, we send
its demand (and the demand routed to it) to the closest
nodew with a pipe of larger type. We will use pipes of
type i to route fromv to w. Note that the pipes along
any path to the sink will be of increasing types.

3.2 Analysis

The basic technique in the analysis is to take the opti-
mal tree and assign the same pipe types to the nodes as we
assigned in our solution. We then construct a routing on
this tree using these pipe type so that every demand point is
routed to a point with larger type. We then argue that the ex-
pected cost of this scheme is not much worse than the cost
of the optimal solution. Finally, we show that our algorithm
cannot be more than constant factor away from the cost of
our routing scheme on the optimal solution.

Let the fixed cost of the optimal solution beF �, the in-
cremental cost beI�, and the total cost beC�. Note thatF � � I�. After scaling the pipe types in Step (1), our in-
cremental cost increases to3I�.

A subtree of typei is a subtree of the optimum solution
such that no pipes of typei + 1 appear within the subtree,
but the pipe exiting the root of the subtree has typei + 1.
The total demand in any such subtree of typei is at leastui+1. LetT ij represent thejth subtree of typei.
3.2.1 Routing Scheme on Optimal Solution

We now show a routing scheme on the optimal tree which,
given our pipe type assignments, always routes from a node
to a node with larger pipe type, and argue that this scheme
has low cost. Suppose we are routing demand from a nodev 2 T ij which was assigned a pipe of typex < i. We do the
following:

1. T  T xl , wherev 2 T xl .
2. r  x+ 1.
3. If 9w 2 T of typer, routev tow using pipe of typex.

Exit .
4. Else



(a) If r = K, routev to the sink using a pipe of typex.
Exit .

(b) LetT � T rm. SetT  T rm.
(c) r  r + 1.

5. Goto Step (3).

We first estimate the probability that there is at least one
pipe of typei+1 in T ij . Let us call the lower bound on this
probability�.

Lemma 3.1. � � 1�e� . Alternatively, � � ln(1��).
Proof. Let D be the amount of demand in the subtree,
whereD � ui+1.� � 1��1� ui+1�D� 1� e�
3.2.2 Bounding the Incremental Cost

We will now inductively bound the expected incremental
cost we pay in the above routing scheme. Consider subtreeT i�1k � T ij . Let ri�1k denote the root ofT i�1k andrij denote
the root ofT ij . Let ei�1k denote the edge connectingri�1k torij . Note that the optimal solution was using an edge of typei alongei�1k , and therefore was paying an incremental cost
per unit demand per unit length ofÆi.

In our routing scheme on the optimal tree, denote the
incremental cost per unit demand per unit length to route
alongei�1k asU i�1k . Inductively assumeE[U i�1� ℄ � 1Æi,
for all treesT i�1� .

Lemma 3.2. E[U i�℄ � �3��2Æi+1.
Proof. Consider the treeT i� and the edgeei�. We are inter-
ested in the expected incremental cost paid along this edge.
With probability�0 � �, there exists at least one node of
typei+1 in T i�, in which case, the incremental cost per unit
demand per unit length alongei� is Æi+1.

With probability1� �0, we will not find any such node,
in which case the expected incremental cost is at most1Æi
by induction. Also, the expected value depends only on
pipes of types1; 2; : : : ; i present in the subtree, and is inde-
pendent of the presence of a pipe of typei+ 1. Therefore,

E[U i�℄ � (1� �0) �3�� 2Æi + �0Æi+1� �3� 2�Æi+1
The final inequality uses the fact thatÆi = 3Æi+1 because

of scaling.

We now compute the total incremental costV ij of going
from ri�1� to rij . This process involves traveling fromri�1�
to rij along edgeei�1� , and from there, possibly going to a
node of typei + 1 in T ij , and back up torij along a pipe
of type i + 1. Let li denote the average length of the sub-
treesT i�1� (including the edgeei�1� ), andd(T ij ) denote the
average length of the treeT ij (including the edgeeij).
Lemma 3.3.

PiPj E[V ij ℄ � 9�23��2I�.
Proof. With probability�0 � �, we route fromri�1� to a
randomly chosen node of typei + 1 in T ij using pipes of
expected incremental cost1Æi, and from there torij using
pipes of typei+1. With the remaining probability, we travel
alongeij using pipes of expected incremental cost1Æi. LetDij denote the demand inT ij .

First, note that
PiPj d(T ij )Æi+1 � 32 � 3I�. This fol-

lows from the analysis in [9]. The additional factor of3 is
because of scaling the pipe types in Step (1). Therefore,
usingÆi�1 = 3Æi, we obtain:

E[V ijDij ℄ � �0 � 1Æi � li + �0 � Æi+1 � d(Ti)+(1� �0) � 1Æi � (d(Ti)� li)� �0 � d(T ij )(1Æi + Æi+1)�(2�0 � 1) � 1Æi � (d(T ij )� li)
We now sum this expression up, and note that the maxi-

mum value is attained when�0 = �, and1 = �3��2 .Xi Xj E[V ij ℄ � 3I� � (1:5�+ 31(1:5�+ 1� 2�))� 9�23�� 2I�
3.2.3 Bounding the Fixed Cost

We now compute the expected fixed cost per unit demand
of the routing scheme. We denote the fixed cost per unit
demand to route alongeij by the variableW ij . Inductively
assume thatE[W i�1� ℄ � 2Æi.
Lemma 3.4. E[W i�℄ � �(1+)3��2 Æi+1.

Proof. Assume that the amount of demand inT ij is D �ui+1. First, we observe that if there is at least one pipe of
type i + 1 within the subtree, the expected fixed cost per
unit demand will be proportional to the expected number of



points of typei+ 1, and this cost is(1 + (D�1)ui+1 ) � �i+1D �(1 + )Æi+1.
If the probability of a pipe of typei+1 is exactly�0 � �,

using the same technique as for the incremental cost, we
have:

E[W i�℄ � (1� �0)�(1 + )3�� 2 Æi + �0(1 + )Æi+1� �(1 + )3� 2� Æi+1
We now compute the total fixed costZij to route fromri�1� to rij . This will involve going up torij along edgeei�1� , and possible map back to a node of typei+ 1 withinT ij and from there up torij using a pipe of typei+ 1.

Lemma 3.5.
PiPj E[Zij ℄ � �9�2(1+)3��2 � I�.

Proof. We use exactly the same arguments as for the incre-
mental cost. Let�0 denote the probability of a pipe ofi+1
existing in the subtree.

E[ZijDij ℄ � �0 � 2Æi � li + �0 � Æi+1(1 + ) � d(Ti)+(1� �0) � 2Æi � (d(Ti)� li)� �0 � d(T ij )(2Æi + (1 + )Æi+1)�(2�0 � 1) � 2Æi � (d(T ij )� li)
We now sum this expression up, and note that the maxi-

mum value is attained when�0 = �, and2 = �(1+)3��2 .Xi Xj E[Zij ℄ � 3I�(1:5(1 + ) + 32(1:5�+ 1� 2�))� 9�2(1 + )3�� 2 I�
3.2.4 Final Analysis

Denote the expected fixed and incremental costs of the rout-
ing scheme on the optimal tree described above byFO andIO respectively; and the same for our solution byFS andIS . The following lemma is based on the observation that
our algorithm routes every point to a closer point than the
routing scheme outlined above.

Lemma 3.6. E[FS jFO ℄ � FO andE[IS jIO ℄ � 3IO.

Proof. Since we always route to the closest pipe of higher
type, our fixed cost cannot be more than the fixed cost of the
routing scheme on the optimal tree described above. There-
fore, the first claim follows. To prove the second claim, we
use induction starting from the largest pipe type. Clearly,
the claim holds for the largest pipe type. Consider a nodev
of typei. Suppose we were sending it to a nodew distanced1 away, while the routing scheme described above on the
optimal tree was sending it a distanced2 � d1 away to a
nodez. Let the optimal routing cost for nodew beIO(w).
Clearly,IO(z) � Æi+1(d1 + d2) + IO(w).

Denote the routing cost forz in our solution byIS(z).
By induction,IS(z) � 3IO(z). Combining this withd1 �d2 andÆi+1 = Æi3 , we derive:IS(v) = d2 � Æi + IS(z)� d1 � Æi + IS(z)� d1 � Æi + 3IO(z)� d1 � Æi + 3(2Æi+1d1 + IO(w))� 3(d1 � Æi + IO(w))= 3IO(v)

Therefore, we have:

1. E[FS ℄ � �9�2(1+)3��2 � I�.
2. E[IS ℄ � � 27�2(3��2)� I�.
When = 2, then� = 1� e� = 0:865. Plugging this

value in, we have a67:95 approximation. We can improve
this constant slightly by a more careful scaling and choice
of . We omit the computation from this abstract.

4 Online Algorithm for Non-Adverserial In-
puts

We now assume that the points arrive online, but in ran-
dom order (meaning that each permutation of the points is
equally likely). We wish to lay pipes in such a fashion that
we never remove a pipe we already laid, and all existing
points have a path to the sink. The goal is to construct a
solution which isO(1)-competitive to the optimal solution
at every step.

The algorithm is almost the same as before. When a new
demand point is added, it is assigned a random pipe type.
Using this pipe type, it is then connected to the closestex-
isting point of greater pipe type. It is easy to see that the
resulting structure is a tree. Note however that when we
add a new demand point, we may have to buy extra capac-
ity along every link on its path to the sink. This gives a
running time ofO(n) per addition.



4.1 Routing Scheme on Optimal Solution

Consider any stage of the algorithm where we have
added a setP of points. First, we can convert the optimal
solution at any stage into a tree that satisfies the Access Net-
work conditions at a constant factor loss in cost. Consider
the optimal solutionT � on this set.

As before, we will construct a routing scheme on the op-
timal tree given the order of arrival of the points and the
random assignments of pipe types, and argue that this rout-
ing has low cost. Each demand point will be routed to an
existing point with larger type in this scheme. Whenever a
new pointv arives, we will assign a random pipe type to
it. Suppose we assigned it a pipe of typex. The routing
scheme, which is slightly different from the offline case, is
as follows:

1. T  T xl , wherev 2 T xl .
2. r  x+ 1.
3. If 9w 2 T with pipe typex < y � r which previously

arrived:
(a) Find such aw with the largest pipe type.
(b) Routev tow using pipe of typex. Exit .

4. Else
(a) If r = K, routev to the sink using a pipe of typex.

Exit .
(b) LetT � T rm. SetT  T rm.
(c) r  r + 1.

5. Goto Step (3).

Consider any stage of the algorithm where we have
added a setP of points. Consider the optimal solutionT �
on this set. As before, let(F �; I�) be the fixed and incre-
mental cost of this optimal solution. Note thatF � � I�. LetC� = F � + I�. Note that the points in setP have arrived
in random order.

Assume as before that we can scale the pipe types so that
the incremental costs scale by exactly� = 13 . The scaling of
the incremental costs causes the incremental cost to become3I�. We also note that this procedure ensuresui+1 � 3ui.

We first change the optimal tree so that every treeT i�1j
has between3ui4 and 3ui2 demand. Furthermore, if there are
at least two subtrees within a treeT ij , no subtree has more
than half the total demand in the parent tree. This increases
the fixed cost, but leaves the incremental cost unchanged.
We just split the tree to ensure this condition. The split can
always be performed, as the demand in treeT ij is at leastui+1, which in turn, is at least3ui.

We use the routing scheme on the optimal solution out-
lined in Section 4

4.2 Bounding the Fixed Cost

As before, consider an edgeei�1m of the optimal solution,
which connectsri�1m to rij . Let the total demand traversing
this edge beDi�1m , and let the length of this edge beli�1m .
The fixed cost has three components:

1. W i�1m of pipes of typej � i travelingei�1m from ri�1m
to rij .

2. F ij of pipes of typei + 1 placed inT ij in traveling torij .
3. Zi�1m of pipes of typej � i in traveling fromrij to a

point of type larger thanj in T ij .
Lemma 4.1. E[W i�1m ℄ � (6+)li�1m �i � 43 (6+)ÆiDi�1m .

Proof. Let nik denote the number of demand points of typek traversingei�1m . Note that we will use a pipe of typek
on this edge iff no existing point withinT i�1m was assigned
a pipe of type at leastk + 1. Therefore,E[nik℄ � uk+1uk .
The expected fixed cost paid by these points is therefore at
mostÆkuk+1 = 3�k+1. Therefore, the total expected cost is
at most6�i by the assumption that

Pk<i �k � �i. The ex-
pected cost paid by points of typei is at mostuiui�i = �i.
The second part of the lemma follows from the observation
thatDi�1j � 3ui4 .

Lemma 4.2. E[F i�1m ℄ � ÆiDi�1m d(T i�1m ).
Lemma 4.3. E[Zi�1m ℄ � 83d(T ij ) � (6 + ) � ÆiDi�1m .

Proof. Consider any demand point of typek � i that ar-
rives atrij from treeT i�1m . In the worst case, it could be
sent to a point chosen uniformly at random from a different
subtree fromT i�1m . Since no subtree can have more than12
of the total demand, the expected distance travelled by this
demand is at most2d(T ij ). The expected fixed cost paid per
unit demand is at most43 (6 + ), and this value is indepen-
dent of what points are chosen in the other subtrees.

We now compute the total fixed cost paid by the de-
mands. Let the total fixed cost be denotedFO .

Lemma 4.4. E[FO ℄ � (96 + 20:5)I�.
Proof. FO =Xi;j `F ij +Xi;j W ij +Xi;j Zij

We note that
PiPk�iPj d(T ij )Æk � 323I�. Here, the

factor of 3 is from the scaling of the incremental costs.
Therefore, the total fixed cost is at most(6 + ) � ( 43 � 3 +32 � 3 � 83 ) � I� +  � 32 � 3I�.

In our online solution, the total expected fixed cost of
the edges we lay is at mostFO , as we route to the closest
existing point with larger pipe type.



4.3 Bounding the Incremental Cost

Consider the edgeei�1m . Let us find the expected demand
originating inT i�1m and traversing this edge using a pipe of
typek � i. Let ei�1m 2 T ij . Let the incremental cost due to
all such demand beX i�1m . Let the demand along this edge
beDi�1m , and let the length of this edge beli�1m .

Lemma 4.5. E[X i�1m ℄ � (1 + 6 ) � ÆiDi�1m .

Proof. Letnik denote the amount of demand using a pipe of
typek < i. E[nik℄ � uk+1 , and the expected incremental

cost per unit length paid by this demand is at mostÆk �E[nik℄,
which is at most3�k+1 . This summed over1 � k < i gives

an incremental cost of at most6�i � 6 ÆiDi�1j . Even if we
assume all demand uses pipes of typei, this contributes at
mostÆiDi�1j to the expected incremental cost.

We now add the worst possible incremental cost that this
demand traveling upwards alongei�1m could encounter. This
demand could be sent fromrij to a node of larger type inT ij � T i�1m and from there back up torij along this larger
pipe type. LetY i�1m denote the incremental cost paid by this
demand atrij when it is mapped back and again up along a
pipe of larger type. LetDi�1m denote the total demand in
this subtree, andd(T ij ) denote the average distance in this
subtree.

Lemma 4.6. E[Y i�1m ℄ � 163 d(T ij ) � ( 6 + 1) � Æi.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as for the fixed cost,
and is therefore omitted. Note that since the demand is
mapped both downward and back up along a larger type,
we double the distance traveled.

We now compute the total fixed costIO paid by the de-
mands.

Lemma 4.7. E[IO ℄ � 28( 6 + 1)I�.
Proof. IO =Xi;j X ij +Xi;j Y ij

Now,
PiPk�iPj d(T ij )Æk � 323I�. Here, the factor

of 3 is from the scaling of the incremental costs. Therefore,
the total fixed cost is at most( 6+1)�( 43 �3+ 32 �3� 163 )�I� =28( 6 + 1)I�.
4.4 Final Analysis

Let the fixed cost of our algorithm beFS , and the incre-
mental cost beIS . From Lemma 3.6, since we connect to
the closest point of the larger type,E[FS jFO℄ � FO , and
E[IS jIO ℄ � 3IO . Therefore, we have:

1. E[FS ℄ � (96 + 20:5)I�.
2. E[IS ℄ � 84( 6 + 1)I�.
For = 4, we have an expected competitive ratio of408.

This gives us the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. There is a constant competitive algorithm
for Access Network Design with the arrival pattern being
a random permutation of the demand points.

5 Online Algorithm for Adverserial Inputs

The algorithm is slightly different from the online non-
adverserial case. We will construct an acyclic graph instead
of a tree. However, we will not re-route any demand, and
always send a node to one or more nodes of larger type.
Let Type(v) denote the assigned pipe type for vertexv. LetP (v) denote the current parent ofv in the graph. Initially,P (v) = s for all v.

1. For a new pointv, assign random pipe type as before.
2. w  Closest existing point tov with Type(w) > Type(v).
3. If dist(v; w) � 23dist(v; P (v)), setP (v) w.
4. Route new demand fromv toP (v) with pipes Type(v).
5. v  P (v).
6. If v 6= s, gotoStep (2).

We will use a different analysis from the non-adverserial
case. In fact, we will use different routing schemes to ac-
count for the fixed and incremental costs.

As before, the optimal solution on the setP of arrived
points can be converted into a tree satisfying the Access
Network constraints with a constant factor loss in cost. LetT � denote the optimal tree onP . We scale the pipe types
so that the incremental costs scale by factors of exactly3.
We also change the optimal tree so that every treeT i�1j has
between3ui4 and 3ui2 demand. Furthermore, if there are at
least two subtrees to a tree, no subtree has more than half
the total demand of the parent tree.

5.1 Routing Scheme for Bounding the Fixed Cost

The following is routing scheme in the optimal solution
so that any demand point is sent to a previously arrived point
of larger pipe type. Suppose the arriving demand pointv is
of typex.

1. T  T xm, wherev 2 T xm; r  x+ 1.
2. If 9w 2 T with pipe typey s.t. r � y > x which

previously arrived:
(a) LetT r�21 ; T r�22 ; : : : ; T r�2k � T be the subtrees with

points of type in the range[x+ 1; r℄.
(b) Let the most recent point of largest type in these



subtrees bew1; w2; : : : ; wk respectively.
(c) Letwl be the most recently arriving among these

points.
(d) Routev towl using pipe of typex. Exit .

3. Else
(a) If r = K, routev to the sink using a pipe of typex.

Exit .
(b) LetT � T rm. SetT  T rm.
(c) r  r + 1.

4. Goto Step (2).

As before, let the average length of subtreeT ij be denotedd(T ij ).
Lemma 5.1. Consider any subtreeT i�1m in which at least
one point of typei has appeared. The expected distance of
any such point of typei to ri�1m is at most32 d(T i�1m ).
Proof. The expected number of points which must appear
in the subtree before we place a pipe of typei is at least23 fraction of the total number of points in the subtree, in-
dependent of the order of arrival of the points. The lemma
then follows.

We first bound the fixed costF i�1m paid by the points of
type i within T i�1m to reachri�1m . Since we prove a
(1)
approximation, we omit the exact constants from the proof.
The proof of the following lemma is the same as in the pre-
vious section.

Lemma 5.2. E[F i�1m ℄ � O(1) � Æid(T i�1m ).
Consider the edgeei�1m . We will first compute the ex-

pected total fixed cost per unit length,W i�1m paid by de-
mand points of typej � i traversing this edge in the upward
direction. LetDi�1m denote the amount of demand inT i�1m .
This computation is the same as for the non-adverserial case
in Lemma 4.1, and therefore, we have:

Lemma 5.3. E[W i�1m ℄ � O(1) � ÆiDi�1m .

We now have to bound the expected fixed cost paid by
the demands traveling in the reverse direction. We cannot
use the random mapping technique used in the previous sec-
tion, as it was crucially based on the point of type larger thanj in T i�1m being a random point. This is no longer true. We
use a different technique now.

Consider any pointp where we placed a pipe of typei.
Let p 2 T il . Suppose we routed this point upri0m for i0 > i,
and fromri0m to a point of typeq > i within that subtree.
LetFo(e; p) denote the fixed cost paid byp along this edge.

Lemma 5.4.
PePp Fo(e; p) = PiPm(W im + F im) �O(1)I�.

Consider any edgee on the path betweenp andri0m. We
will compute the expected number of pointsnj(e; p) of typej < i that will be routed top alonge.

Lemma 5.5. E[nj(e; p)℄ � O(K) � uj+1uj .

Proof. Let us identify the demand points of typej which
will be sent top. Let rtf be a node betweene andri0m. Con-

sider the subtreesT t�11 ; T t�12 ; : : : ; T t�1k which are rooted
at rtf , and the time instant just after we addedp. Letp 2 T t�11 .

Adding points to subtrees in which the largest type is at
leastj + 1 do not matter, as we cannot route a pipe of typej out of these. The adversary therefore has the choice of
picking one of the other subtrees, and adding a point there.
The point gets assigned a pipe of typej with probability uj .
As soon as any of these subtrees gets a pipe of at leastj+1,
we will start routing points of typej to this subtree instead
of p.

The probability of a point of typej+1 appearing relative
to a point of typej is ujuj+1 . Therefore, the expected number
of points of typej appearing before a point of typej + 1
appears is thereforeuj+1uj . All these points get routed top
at this level. Summing this up over all nodesrtf betweene
andri0m, we have the lemma.

We now compute the expected fixed cost along edgee
due to the demand points of typej < i which are routed top. LetZ(e; p) denote the fixed cost paid by demands routed
to this node.

Lemma 5.6. E[Z(e; p)jFo(e; p)℄ � O(K) � Fo(e; p).
Proof. The proof follows from the previous lemma in ex-
actly the same fashion as boundingZi�1m in Lemma 4.3.

We now bound the total fixed costFO we pay in our rout-
ing scheme. The fixed cost has two components – that due
to routing upwards and that due to routing back.Fo(e; p)
bounds the cost of routing forward, whileZ(e; p) bounds
the cost of routing back. Adding these up, we have:

Lemma 5.7. E[FO ℄ � O(K) � I�.

Let FS be the fixed cost our algorithm pays. Note that
the total fixed cost paid by edges out ofv is at most three
times the fixed cost of the first edge, which can be no longer
than the edge used to route out ofv in the routing scheme
on the optimal solution. Therefore,E[FS jFO ℄ � 3FO .

Theorem 5.1. LetFO be the fixed cost paid in the routing
scheme described above. LetFS denote the fixed cost paid
by our algorithm, andI� denote the optimal incremental
cost. Then,E[FO ℄ � O(K) � I� andE[FS jFO ℄ � 3FO.

5.2 Routing Scheme for Bounding the Incremen-
tal Cost

We will use another routing scheme which does not
maintain the tree property. Different demands arriving at



a node could get sent along different paths. The scheme is
as follows:

1. v  Newly arriving point.
2. x Type(v).
3. T  T xm, wherev 2 T xm.
4. r  x+ 1.
5. If 9w 2 T with pipe typer � y > x, which

previously arrived:
(a) LetT r�21 ; T r�22 ; : : : ; T r�2k � T be the subtrees with

points of type in the range[x+ 1; r℄.
(b) Let the most recent point of largest type in these

subtrees bew1; w2; : : : ; wk respectively.
(c) Letwl be the most recently arriving among these points.
(d) Route the new demand fromv towl using pipe-typex.
(e)v  wl.
(f) Goto Step (2).

6. Else
(a) If r = K, routev to the sink using pipe-typex. Exit .
(b) LetT � T rm. SetT  T rm.
(c) r  r + 1.

7. Goto Step (3).

We will now bound the incremental cost of the routing
process in terms of the fixed cost of the routing scheme in
Section 5.1. Consider any pointp where we placed a pipe
of typei. Suppose this is present in treeT il and it is routed
upward tori0m from where it is sent to a node with larger
pipe type. This route is exactly the same as the route for the
fixed cost. Later on, demands arriving at this node could get
sent along different paths.

First, note that the incremental cost of routing demand
upward using typei is at most the worst possible cost of
routing the demands incident onp downward along their
respective pipe types, asri0m is the highest possible node in
the tree to which demand can ever be sent. Therefore, we
can ignore the cost of routing upwards.

Let e be any edge on the path fromp to ri0m. Let Y (e; p)
denote the incremental cost per unit length paid along edgee by demands sent to nodep. Assumee has lengthl(e).
Let Fo(e; p) denote the fixed cost per unit length paid byp
along this edge in the routing scheme for the fixed cost.

Lemma 5.8. E[Y (e; p)jFo(e; p)℄ � O(K) � Fo(e; p).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.5, the expected
amount of demand which can arrive atrtf from its subtrees
before we open a pipe of typej + 1 in one of the subtrees
is at mostuj+1. All this demand could use a pipe of typej and get sent top. As soon as we open a pipe of typej + 1, this is more recent thanp, and therefore, the demand
will now get sent to this new node instead ofp. Therefore,
the expected incremetal cost paid along edgee by demands
which is sent top using pipes of type typej < i is at most

O(K) �uj+1Æj = O(K)�j+1. Summing this up, the lemma
follows.

This implies that the expected incremental cost is at mostO(K)Pe;p E[Fo(e; p)℄l(e), which we showed above is at
mostO(K)I�. Let IO denote the incremental cost of this
routing scheme.

Theorem 5.2. E[IO ℄ � O(K)I�
Let IS denote the incremental cost of our routing

scheme.

Lemma 5.9. E[IS jIO ℄ � 9IO .

Proof. Consider the instant we add a demand pointp. Con-
sider the demand added till then, and the routing scheme
on these points in the optimal solution shown above. Ifv
is being routed tow, and dist(v; w) = d1, then our algo-
rithm has assignedv to a point no more than1:5d1 away.
This is true even if we consider the best possible incremen-
tal cost solution on points uptillp which routes points only
to nodes of larger types. Using the same idea as in the proof
of Lemma 3.6, we can show that the incremental cost of
routingp in our solution is not too far away from the best
possible incremental cost that can be assigned by the above
routing process.

Theorem 5.3. Let IO be the incremental cost paid in the
routing scheme described above. LetIS denote the incre-
mental cost paid by our algorithm, andI� denote the op-
timal incremental cost. Then,E[IO ℄ � O(K) � I� and
E[IS jIO ℄ � 9IO.

Finally, combining the analysis for fixed and incremental
costs, we have:

Theorem 5.4. The algorithm has an expected competitive
ratio ofO(K) against adverserial arrival of demand points.
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